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Abstract

The e�ect of the walk�o� in pattern selection in optical parametric oscillators is

theoretically examined� We show that a dynamical mechanism allows to observe the

formation of structures also for positive signal detunings� In this regime the generated

pattern is a periodic array of kinks which separate regions where alternatively one

of two stable steady�states is selected� This structure can be regarded as a train of

dark stripe solitons because the two solutions have opposite signs� The wavelength

of the selected pattern is theoretically predicted and the prediction agrees with the

results of the numerical solutions of the equations governing the device�

Optical parametric oscillators �OPO�s� are one of the nonlinear optical systems where

transverse pattern formation has been predicted�� Recent experimental results on spatial

modulational instability in bulk quadratic media� are very encouraging about the possibility

of observing similar pattern formation in a nonlinear resonator� The OPO�s have been also

investigated because of their properties as generators of squeezed and other non�classical

states of the light�� which make them a paradigmatic example of the interplay among quan�

tum and macroscopic e�ects in optical systems�� The foreseen applications of these systems

are also very valuable� including low�noise measurements and detection� and optical storage

	



elements with 
�dimensional localized structures��

Pattern formation was predicted in the OPO�s when the pump amplitude is above the

signal generation threshold and the detuning between the cavity resonance and the signal

frequency is negative�� Under this condition the di�raction can compensate the detuning

and the homogeneous state becomes unstable for plane�waves which have a small wavevector

component in the transversal direction� For positive detunings the steady�state is unstable

for homogeneous perturbations and thus no pattern with a characteristic periodicity is pre�

dicted� Two homogeneous stable solutions with equal amplitude but opposite phase also

exist and then for positive detunings domains can be generated where one of the two solu�

tions is selected� The walls separating the domains are dark soliton stripes as shown in ref���

Here� we study the e�ect of the walk�o� on the pattern formation processes� This phe�

nomenon was considered for soliton and pulse propagation in quadratic media� but only

recently its in�uence has started to be taken into account for OPO�s	� It stems from the

birefringence of the nonlinear crystal which is exploited to phase�match the down�conversion

process� Considering a Type I phase�matching scheme� the fundamental and second har�

monic waves �FH�SH� are linearly and orthogonally polarized and therefore� because of the

anisotropy� their Pointying vectors are misaligned as soon as the propagation is not parallel

to an optical axis� i�e� they walk�o� one each other�

Walk�o� causes the pattern to drift and forces the orientation of the stripes to be orthogonal

to the drift direction� this is due to the fact that the mode orthogonal to the drift motion

is the most rapidly spreading in the system	� The walk�o� also increases the threshold of

the absolute instability and a parameter region exists where the instability is convective� In

the latter regime the drift motion overwhelms the instability growth and a pattern can be

observed only if noise is present	�
� Here� we demonstrate that the presence of the walk�o�

dynamically induces the growth of a spatial pattern also for positive signal detunings� In this

case the structure is a periodic array of kinks and the walls separating di�erent domains are

dark soliton stripes� We also predict the wavelength of the selected pattern and a very good

agreement is found with the results of the numerical solutions of the equations modeling the






device�

The equations describing the time evolution of the transverse SH �A��x� y� t�� and FH

�A��x� y� t�� electric elds in a Type I� phase�matched� degenerate OPO in the mean�eld

approximation are��	�

�tA� � �����	 � i���A� � E� � ia�r
�A� � 
iK�A

�

�� �	�

�tA� � �����	 � i���A� � ���yA� � ia�r
�A� � iK�A

�

�A�� �
�

where the coe�cients ����� ����� a���� K�� represent respectively the cavity decay rates� the

detunings� the di�raction and the nonlinearity� other parameters are the injected pump E�

and the walk�o� coe�cient ���

When �� � �� a linear stability analysis of the solution A� � E���	 � i���� A� � � shows

that for negative signal detunings �� the most unstable modes for A� are travelling waves

exp�i�qxx � qyy� � ���q�t� with wavevector modulus j�qj � qc �
q
����a�� They all become

unstable when E� is such that ���� � � but only two conjugate waves of this ring of unstable

modes will be eventually selected and a stripe structure will arise in the FH intensity eld��

The nal orientation of the standing wave is random� depending only on the initial condi�

tions� For positive detunings the steady�state is unstable for homogeneous perturbations

��q � �� and the system can evolve to any of the two stable non�zero homogeneous solutions

of eqs� �	�
�����
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�
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where the intensity I � jA�� j
� is given by�
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From random initial conditions one observes the growth of spatial domains where the eld

is either A�
� or A�� � The walls separating these domains are stripes of phase defects� because

the amplitude of the eld crosses zero� These structures can be also considered as dark

solitary waves� their existence and properties have been reported and discussed in ref���

�



As we show here� this scenario drastically changes in presence of the walk�o� which induces

the creation of a pattern as a dynamical e�ect� This behaviour is analogous to that of

	�dimensional physical systems in which front propagation into an unstable state creates a

pattern behind the front��� In the OPO�s the injected pump is a beam of nite size and the

FH drifts at a given speed ��� Then� the steady�state A� � � becomes unstable by crossing

the boundary where the pump E� reaches the signal generation threshold� The calculation

to determine the selected wavevector of the structure is formally the same of refs���� It is

based on a linear analysis in which the wavevector is extended to the complex space� In

particular� we rst determine the wavevector of the most unstable modes by calculating the

complex saddle point �ks � �ks
x� k

s
y�

r�k��
�k�j�ks � � � ��r�

�k
���k�j�ks� � � ���

where ���k�� the eigenvalue which results from the linearization of eqs� �	�
� around the

steady�state� below threshold� can be written as�

���k� � �	 � ��ky �
q
F � � a���q

�
c � k�x � k�y�

� ���

and F � K�E���	 � i���� Note that we have made the formal substitution i�q � �k and

thus the wavevector of the plane wave is represented in this notation by ���k�� Equations

����� yield ��ks
x� � � so that the pattern is expected to be always oriented orthogonally to

the drift direction� The y component of the wavevector of the generated pattern� say Qy�

can be calculated as follows� The linearly unstable wavevector is ��ks
y� which oscillates with

frequency �����ks�� and drifts at velocity ��� By imposing the conservation of the �ux of the

eld nodes from the linearly unstable regime to the stable state we have������

Qy �
�����ks��

��
���

In g� 	 we present the predicted Qy as a function of the signal detuning calculated for

the value of E� at the absolute instability threshold� which is determined by the additional

condition �����ks�� � �	� for comparison� we also include qc� Note that for large negative

�



detunings the selected wavevector depends on the walk�o� only slightly� For small negative

detunings the di�erence increases and the pattern for �� � � has a non�zero wavelength as

soon as �� �� �� The predicted Qy decays to zero only for �� � �c���� 	 �� thus for positive

detunings a pattern can form too� In this case the eld alternatively assumes the values A��

and a novel kind of optical pattern� i�e� a periodic array of kinks� is predicted�

To conrm this� we have solved numerically eqs� �	�
� with initial random conditions and

a �at top pump beam E�� Initially we observe the random formation of domains separated

by dark stripes and rings�� Later� these structures drift outside the pumping region and

are replaced by an ordered array of stripes such for example that of g� 
� The wavevector

selected in the numerical solutions is displayed in g� 	� The x component is zero �see g�


� and the y component is in a very good agreement with the theory for any ��� In g�

� we show a transverse section at x � � which exhibits the ordered periodic array of dark

solitons� As the detuning increses the regions of constant amplitude get larger and larger

and nally� above �c� the pattern becomes homogeneous�

In conclusion� we have demonstrated that the walk�o� e�ect in OPO�s induces a dynamical

selection of the pattern likewise the problem of front propagation into an unstable state�

In the OPO the front of the instability is spatially xed by the injected pump beam and

the generated fundamental harmonic eld drifts� because of the walk�o�� The strength of

the walk�o� sets the wavelength of the generated pattern and the critical value of the signal

detuning �c beyond which no pattern forms� Through this mechanism an array of kinks can

be dynamically generated for positive detunings� The characteristic wavevector observed in

the numerical solutions is in agreement with the theory for the whole range of parameters�

The experimental observation of this phenomenon should be possible with the available

technology��	�

Finally� note that at a xed position in space� the OPO is generating a temporal train

of dark solitons� Then� possible applications of this dynamical pattern formation can be

forseen in the eld of optical communications where dark soliton trains have been proposed

as supporting structures to reduce soliton jitter in optical ber links���
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Figure Captions�

Figure 	� The predicted wavevector of the pattern is presented in solid line for �� � �
	��

The asterisks represent the wavevector selected in the numerical solutions and the dashed

line the predicted wavevector for �� � �� Numerical solutions are calculated for E� always

	� above the absolute instability threshold �see text� and �� � �� We also set ���� � 	�

a� � a��
 � �
	
�� K� � 	�

Figure �� The transverse intensity pattern at t � 
��� is shown� the parameters used

are �� � �� �� � �
�� �� � �
	�� E� � 	
	
���� ���� � 	� a� � a��
 � �
	
�� K� � 	�

Figure �� The real �solid line� and imaginary �dashed line� parts of the electric eld

envelope in function of the space variable y are given for x � �� The value of the uniform

regions agree with the solutions predicted by eq� ���� A�� � ���
	�� � i�
	
��� Other

parameters are as in g� 
�
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